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Sand Canyon Blues: 
How the Hisatsinom Voted With Their Feet

By Scott Thompson

“After several centuries of experiments and false starts, the foundations 
of modern Puebloan society emerged from the crucible of post-Chaco chaos: 
egalitarian, ritually based, anti-hierarchical.” 

                                                 – Archaeologist Stephen Lekson, 2008

It was one of those old motels, shaped like an L, built by the wide open 
highway in a wisp of a 
town beneath Colorado’s 
La Plata Mountains, a 
little east of Mesa Verde 
National Park. The 
small rooms had dark 
wood paneling, tiny 
white bathrooms, and 
opened out onto a tidy, 
square parking lot. I had 
come here once before, 
in March in the early 
1980s, winding south 
from Boulder, Colorado, 
through snow-suffused 
mountain passes that I 
hadn’t had the brains to 
avoid.

Won over by my 
nostalgia, or so I like 
to think, Gail agreed to 
come with me to this 
unassuming motel for 
five days last August. It 
was the same comely 
place, but now a double-
wide lobby occupied a 
segment of the parking lot and a stop light suspended by black wires hung over 
the once open highway.

We’d come here to witness 12th and 13th century ancestral Pueblo (Hi-
satsinom) ruins, largely on the Great Sage Plain. Up on the heights near Delo-
res, Colorado, we gazed southward across its bright green, tan, and tree speck-
led expanse to the shapely undulations of Sleeping Ute Mountain. The Great 
Sage Plain expands westward from the corrugated flanks of Mesa Verde. It is a 
vast, flat space eighty miles long and thirty miles wide, encompassing the town 
of Cortez, Colorado.

open and accessible place. The people who built and inhabited it must have 
been prominent, living the good life such as it was; also assuming responsibility 
for community religious rituals for the diminutive pueblo farmsteads clustered 
around it.

Walking along the tan and amber colored stone walls of the pueblo complex, 
I noticed tiny chinking stones mortared between the large ones, and stopped 

to take a photograph. 
The previous week I’d 
seen chinking stones 
at the Salmon Ruins 
near Farmington, 
during the brief New 
Mexico segment of 
our trip. Circa 1110 
CE the newly con-
structed Salmon 
Pueblo had been 
THE up and coming 
Chacoan outlier - not 
for long, but that’s 
another story.

The chinking stones 
and several other 
architectural features 
mark a connection 
between Lowry Pueb-
lo and the Chacoan 
political and econom-
ic region headquar-
tered over a hundred 
miles to the south at 
Chaco Canyon. This 

polity had encompassed the San Juan Basin of northwestern New Mexico and 
southwestern Colorado, reaching as far south as the Red Mesa Valley near Gal-
lup and as far north as Lowry Pueblo. Whether the leaders at Lowry were active 
participants in the Chaco political hierarchy or loosely affiliated is unclear.

Some background on Chaco. In response to tenth century droughts, the elites 
living in the Great Houses in Chaco Canyon developed “a corn bank,” to borrow 
a term from archaeologist Stephen Lekson. Surplus corn was stored at out-
lier Great Houses throughout the Basin, and redistributed to farmers in need 
during lean years. An intensive ritual system to protect the plenitude of rains 
grew up at these same locations. At first the ritual and redistribution system 

Driving across the Plain, however, it appears as a series of gentle slopes and 
valleys, scored by narrow canyons. The thin county roads traversing it achieve 
their directionality through a series of “Ls” along huge tracts of farmland; no 
need to engineer curving roads out here. This has been farmland for over a 
thousand years, with the advantage of both winter and summer precipitation. 
It’s a more elevated expanse than the southern San Juan Basin; therefore more 
appealing to ancestral Pueblo farmers during their drier decades. The Hi-
satsinom go way back up here.

The so-called Lowry Pueblo ruins, on the edge of the Canyons of the Ancients 
National Monument, date back to 1060 CE. They sit on the crest of a low, 
spreading hilltop, among plentiful sagebrush, rabbit-brush, and Utah Juniper. 
The site is also stippled with Pinyon pine and dotted with a small, cold-inured 
species of prickly pear cactus. A stroll out from the ancient walls affords gener-
ous views of Sleeping Ute Mountain to the southeast and the Abajo Mountains 
in Utah.

This 40 room pueblo, together with its impressive Great Kiva, had been an 

seemed to work, but in the long run overpopulation, mono-cropping of corn, 
and increased farming of marginal land pushed the society beyond a threshold. 
The Chacoan polity peaked about 1075 CE and then collapsed in the mid-12th 
century following severe droughts in 1090 and 1130.

A great deal of violence all over followed suit, largely directed against people 
in smaller farmsteads. To a substantial degree it was perpetuated by other 
farmers desperate for food and land, but very possibly by the Chaco hierarchy 
as well, which sought to push the commoners into line. Lekson believes that 
as the Chaco Canyon religious and political institutions began to crumble the 
elites moved their capitol north to the impressive Aztec Great Houses along the 
Animas River, attempting to retain their lordly status over the truncated space 
of greater Mesa Verde.

Curiously, even though the violence in the San Juan Basin had subsided by 
the early 1200s, the people in Lowry Pueblo vacated it circa 1225, following 165 
years of continuous inhabitation. They migrated south and east; perhaps sens-
ing that a bigger storm was coming.

We’d come here to witness 12th and 13th century 
ancestral Pueblo (Hisatsinom) ruins, largely on 

the Great Sage Plain. Up on the heights near 
Delores, Colorado, we gazed southward across its 

bright green, tan, and tree speckled expanse 
to the shapely undulations of Sleeping Ute Mountain.
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“Jim Stiles holds up a mirror to those of us
living in the American West, exposing issues we 

may  not want to face.  We are all complicit in the 
shadow side of growth. His words are born not so 

much out of anger but a broken heart.
He says he writes elegies for the landscape he loves, 

that he is  “hopelessly clinging to the past.”
I would call Stiles a  writer from the future.

Brave New West is a book of import because of 
what it chooses to expose.”

-- Terry Tempest Williams

SIGNED COPIES OF

Brave New West
are now available  directly from

The Zephyr
PO Box 271

Monticello, UT 84535
$20.00 postage paid

checks only at this time
www.canyoncountryzephyr.com

ANDREW KEETON
(from Mike Reed)
OKC, OK

(Note: as sources, look upon the books of archaeologists Stephen Lekson and 
David E. Stuart, listed below, and upon the dissertation of archaeologist Scott 
Ortman, also listed below.)

***
The motel owners had plunked two black wrought-iron chairs on the four-

foot wide concrete walkway outside each room, under the shade of the over-
hanging roof. In the late afternoons, after a day of tromping around Pueblo 
ruins, Gail and I would settle into ours, reading paperback books. Me, I’d pop 
open a can of Diet Sprite and prop my feet up on the warm hood of our rental 
car.

Gail worked her way through a novel, The Help, which she’d picked up in 
the Albuquerque airport. I was sinking into Stephen Lekson’s opus, A History 
of the Ancient Southwest, which I’d spotted in the Visitor’s Center at Salmon 
Ruins. It has 250 pages of text, plus another hundred of footnotes, the latter in 
8 point font (where he put the punch lines), and it weighs over two pounds. In 
this book Lekson tells you three things: what archaeology shows us about what 
actually happened in the Southwest, what the orthodox archaeological opin-
ions have been about what happened in the Southwest, and what the orthodox 
archaeological bullshit has been about what happened in the Southwest. He has 
the qualities I most admire in a writer: candor, an unfailing nose for absurdity, 
and an utter lack of professional timidity, bordering on recklessness. Otherwise 
described as a sense of humor.

Several times we chatted with our neighbors, a fiftyish couple with Virginia 
plates, as they came in and out. They were visiting their adult daughter in town. 
As it turned out, the wife was also reading The Help. A terrific book, she and 
Gail agreed.

JOHN TYMOCHKO
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DAVE YARBROUGH
Waddy, KY

***
On a warm blue afternoon, in another area of Canyons of the Ancients Na-

tional Monument, Gail and I trudged down a narrow trail through a forest of 
Pinyon pine punctuated by yucca, until we encountered a low pile of tan and 
blackened rubble beneath barren tree limbs. This was the edge of Sand Canyon 
Pueblo, which unlike Lowry has not been excavated for scrutiny by the public. 
I thought that maybe this was a remnant of the outer wall, the one I’d seen in 
an artist’s reconstruction of the pueblo and later read about: the “one-story 
perimeter wall that must have made for an impressive sight, daunting to any 
invaders. But the wall did not hold.” (See writer Craig Childs, House of Rain, 
2006, p. 157.)

Sand Canyon Pueblo was huge, with 420 rooms, 90 kivas, and 14 towers, 
carefully planned and rapidly built in the 1240s or 1250s. It was destroyed in a 
massacre about 1280. Childs says, “Excavators at Sand Canyon found a bedlam 
of human bones. The corpses had not been formally buried but instead were 
left scattered about in the pattern of a slaughter. Death had come quickly to 
these people, terror reigning down on them…People had been taken down in 

The chinking stones and several other 
architectural features mark a connection 

between Lowry Pueblo and the Chacoan political 
and economic region headquartered over 

a hundred miles to the south at Chaco Canyon.
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